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AGENCY PROFILE
Founded in 1980, InfoMarex Translations is an international translation agency based
in Ireland.
The agency maintains a database in excess of 4,784 professional translators and only
accepts on its database those translators who are native to the target language into
which they work, and who have more than two years of post-graduate professional
experience. The agency handled more than 330 projects in 2016 from single-page
documents to lengthy legal contracts, from single translator jobs to multiple
translators working as project-coordinated teams on the localisation of a single text
into multiple languages, or on long texts, with tight deadlines, requiring a team of
single-language translators. In 2016, the firm worked in 37 languages.
Among the 64,000 translation agencies in the world, InfoMarex Translations has
consistently enjoyed a position among the world’s top 12 agencies as recorded by
Proz, both as an outsourcer of projects to freelance agents and as holding an
unblemished record for prompt translator payment.
The firm as a registered business, under the laws of the Republic of Ireland, does not
publish its accounts but is debt free and has a record of paying its creditors on the
same day on which any invoice arrives. Infomarex Translations would abhor the
revelation of its client list.
Since 1985, InfoMarex Translations has had no need of advertising its services and
practically all new clients since that date have come by word of mouth from existing
clients. The firm adheres to ISO EN 15038 standards and is generally asked for the
translation of accounting, banking, business, finance, legal, localisation, and insurance
texts, while providing also a level of pro bono work for its supported NGOs and
registered charities.
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